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Experiential education, outdoor adventure as a modality in

residential treatment. An survey of programs, principles,

research and practice by Drs Ton Duindam.

I. Introduction

The residential treatment centre OC. Michiel is operating as a

multifunctional regional institution in and around Nijmegen.

We are working in small scale units mostly in normal houses in

town and try to provide the so called measure-maid treatment.

We work with troubled families and youth at risk from 6 to 18

(21) years old, In general we combine residential treatment of

the child (including individual therapies) with intensive fa-

mily therapy guidance. I'm pedagogue of the elder youth and

department and in one of my groups we are operating with expe-

riential outdoor adventure.

Outdoor programs have become populair in the Netherlands in

the past 15 years. Programs are known as survival training and

trekking expedition and are consisting of activities like:

mountain climbing and rapelling, flat and white water

canoeing, biking, sailing, caving, trekking and camping. The

activities are used as treatment modality for a diversity of

special populations such as adolescents with behaviour

disorders, drugs addicts, youngsters with criminal records or

psychiatric problems and disabled young people in wheelchairs.

As diverse as the populations, is the diversity in programs,

aims, roots, philosophy and used methods.

Development in the Netherlands.

A. The diversity of programs. A selection of programs that

reflects practices in this country.

The oldest institution in the Netherlands running experiental

outdoor programs is Outward Boundschool (OBS). It starts in

1961 with short term 26 day residential programs in which self

discovery and personality development are promoted by an

intensiv and strict program with physically challenging

groupmissions in the form of sport and work activities

combined with verbal missions in the sense of groupevaluation,

reflexion (Houtman, J.H. Ranft en G. Ferrari, 1971).

Light atlethic activities and training by seamenship, safe-
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guarding and fireprevention on basis of reality to form the

character. In the seventies the-programs are getting more

flexible as well in content as in length. They get a more

adventurous character and ideas of bio-energetics and Gestalt

psychology are applied in processing the experience (Nuijen

M., 1978). Elan-training has its roots in OB and is since the

80's specialised in experiential outdoor and adventure

education for the most vulnerable groups special (youth)

populations (eg. adjudicated youth, mediterranian problem

groups) . Elantraining runs 4-week programs and promotes

experiential education in residential treatment centers by

providing staff training programs.

The 'Dreef' and the 'Haagse Hervormde Kinderhuizen' (HHK) are

two of the better known residential treatment centres that

utilize outdoor adventure activities as a treatment facility.

Both are presenting aspects of their programs on this

conference. Mesman Schulz (1985) finds, in a comparative

studie of very intensive residential treatment facilities, the

'Dreef' most effective in treatment and results afterwards (p.

139-140). HHK claims succes with 80% of the participants

(Keulen, 1991).

In youth centres organising camping weekends and outdoor and

survival trips have become more and more populair. Main

purposes are to create adventurous leisure, to explore other

behaviour, to experiment with other ways of reaching the group

(Breugel, 1986).

B. The ideas behind the programs.

The purpose of the OBS (Outward Boundschool, 1961) 'prepairing

for life'. '.... the program composed in such a way, that they

discover themselves. That program sets them tasks that demand

selfdiscipline, teamwork, feeling for adventure, hardship and

justified risktaking. The training scheme has from the

beginning proved to be able to form the bridge between the

world of their thoughts and that of the action! ...'(p. 4). In

the first decade of OBS the component of (physical, water)

training according to a strict schedule takes a prominent

place. In the seventies the program focusses on the unity of

body and mind and the autenticity of the participants. The

program consists of adventurous activities and trust and
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communication excersises (Lefebvre, 1977). In the 80's there

is tendendency to apply ideas psychosynthesis and confluent

education, programa have a pronounced hardship part to train

the will.

Elantraining develops the OB ideas from the 70's in the

direction an diversificated outdoor experience to discover and

unfold talents and character. Elantraining provides an

experiential learning experience in which, after a diagnosis

by exposure to a multiple stimulating trek, individual aims

are set en concrete new behaviour is trained in as well

adventurous outdoor (group) activities, as individual

experience and problemsolving missions in the community. The

following principles (Dutch OB principles developed by

Griffioen of Elan-training and Tierolf of SLO (Griffioen,

nd.)) are stated as characteristic: Mobility and

confrontation in unknown surroundings, experiencing basic

elements and needs, Providing and promoting physical and

psychic safety to guarantee protection and autonomy,

equivalence and responsibility, which promotes autenticity and

being open to new experiences, - Contract and challenge (once

a choice is made the plan is carried out seriously).

De Dreef (Dreef, nd.) provides a very intensive situation to

live and associate in. Principles that are employed to promote

this are: mutual acceptance, intensive basic care, a.clear and

surveyable structure in which almost all information is

accessable, concrete activities and the situation here and now

as startingpoint. To promote chances to develop and to change,

live has to offer experiences and challenge.. These are

intensive and inevitable offered in on the institution and in

outdoor activities and projects.

The treks of HHK expect (Vries, 1985), that by leaving everyt-

hing behind, the trek creates openings to get new views on a

more sensemaking future. Keulen (1991) also indicates that the

maximum of inbalance, that is created by the unknown area and

the lack of a settled behaviour scheme, creates the possibi-

lity to change.

C. Documentation and research.

Projects are poorly documented in the Netherlands. Research is

hardly done. It's the field of practisioners. A framework of
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ideas or principlea on wich actiona are based ia missing and

(sometimes hard) accessible information is neglected. '

The first Dutch study about OB appears in Pedagogische Studi4n

in 1962 (Mulder, 1962). This study gives a clear description

of the method in those days, refers explicitly to the works of

Hahn and about OB and givea the results of investigation over

103 participants. Although the investigation doesn't permit

sound conclusions that allow generalisations, he concludes a

tendency to a positive contribution of OB courses to the

personality-development.

In 1972 Biermans-Bresser and Biermans execute an

evaluationsurvey with an experimental (n=163) and a control

group (n=187). The results of this study are mentioned in the

documentation of tests and testresearch in the Netherlands

1982 (Viaser, R.S.H., J.C. Vliet-Mulder, A.Evers and J. ter

Laak, 1982, p. 587): Conclusion: the variables achivement

motivation, habitual tendency to get in action, locus of

control, social desirability, and social fear appear to be

significantly influenced in the expected direction directly

after the course; locus of control, social desirability, and

social fear are still significantly changed after 6 weeks.

The first Dutch written book is from the Belgian Lefebvre

(1977). He describes history, aims, ethics, methods, effects

and possibilities of OB. (Unfortunately the outcome studies

lack in managing threata of validity and reliability).

Bullens (1980), Schellevis, P. (1985) and Scholte, E., P. van

den Berg, L. Loeven and J. van der Ploeg (1986) contribute to

the acquaintance of the existance of the method, but ignore

available scientific information of our own country end

neglect to explore, with the in our country available means,

what is known about the subject.

III. Survey of the main points of development elswhere in the

world, especially in the U.S.A. and the German speaking

countries.

A. Programs in the United States:

More than 300 different organisations and institutions that

run experiential, mostly adventurous or outdoor, programs and

over 3000 professionals are united in the Association for
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Experiential Education. The 'Adventure Alternatives' is the

professional group for those who use experiential education

therapeutically within fields like health, mental health and

corrections. OB was imported in the USA in 1962 and has spread

out since then as well aa OB (there are about 9 OBS's) as

other organisations that implemented and developed the ideas

for theAr own needs. OB itself felt in the fertile soil of the

American camping and trail tradition. The national outdoor

leadership school (NOLS) and Project Adventure (PA) can be

mentioned as examples. OB runs programs, that vary from short

programs in wilderness or urban setting to the 'classic' 24-

day wilderness therapy program or expeditions. Project

Adventures (PA) elaborated Adventure Based Counseling and the

High and Low Ropes Courses. PA runs all kind of courses,

trains staff, does programs with addicted and adjudicated

youth and builds ropes courses according to high safety stand-

ards. Vision Quest (Greenwood, 1987) consists of ruatic

wilderness camps, wagon trains pulled by horses and mules that

travel over the Westers states and is extended by sailing an

bicycling expeditions. The program, in wich is worked with

chronic delinquent youth (average of about 8 prior arrests and

an age of 16 years), lasts at least one year.

B. Programs in the German speaking area.

In Germany the OBS or 'Kurzschule' (short class) exists since

1951. Within OB there is no tradition with special groups. In

the seventies several social therapeutic sailingprograms are

developed as an alternative for confinement for youth with

behaviour disorders. Several residential treatment centers

have started with small group travelprojects and sailingtrips.

One of the problems in some sailingprojects in the transfer of

learning. The society of the sailingship 'Thor Heyerdahl'

notices lack of integrating changes in every days life (verein

Segelachiff 'Thor Heyerdahl', 1991). The 'Jugenddorf (youth

village) Rendsburg' executes since the start in 1976 about 40

experiential programs: ship projects, travel and working

projects from aproximate 9 month. The projects are located all

over the world. (Roeloffs, N., R. Reiter, 1990). Theoretically

the projects are mainly based on the Tdeas of Kurt Hahn and

humanistic psychology. In Switzerland there are several
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projects that combine the 'european' ideaa and the more

systematic approach in the USA. Hans-Peter Hufenus (1991) of

41:11dnisischule' in Mbrschwil, states the necessety of a

thorough training and safety practice. TREK runs programs that

start in Switzerland and have a main training period of 4

month in Canadian wilderness. 'Lucciola' (Italian for glow-

worm) runs various intensive experiential travelprograms for

youth at Risk. In Austria the center 'Spattstrasse ARGE NOAH'

(Noahs Ark) runs a program with sexualy abused girls in a

severe life crisis. "Nobody bears met" is the girls

conviction. The program lasts eight month on a highsea cutter.

IV. Basic ideas and elements

A wide variety of philosophers, educators, psychologists and

practitioners and various sources are mentioned in connection

with expriential education. Richard Kraft (1985) mentions all

substantial contributers to experiential learning from diverse

scientific angles of incidence (philosophical, psychological

and antropological). Gass (1992) reworks the principles that

are outlined by Kraft (1985) to a definition for adventure

therapy: - The client is participant, rather than a spectator

in therapy, - therapeutic activities require client motivation

in the form of energy, involvement and responsibility, -

therapeutic activitis are real and meaningful in terms of

natural consequenses for the client, reflection is a critical

element of the therapeutic process and - functional change

must have present as well as future relevance for the client

and the society in which they are member.

In this place I select the two people that are in my opinion

most striking and influential: Kurt Hahn and Kurt Lewin. Both

were Jewish Germans who exiled because of nazism and

contributed substantially to psychology and education,

Kurt Hahn (1866 1974)

Kurt Hahn can without exaggeration be mentioned the spiritual

father of outdoor experiential education. Hahns view on

education and how he comes from the problems, possibilities

and mechanisms to experiential therapy has been represented by

Knoll (1987) as follows:
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benefits of

childhood

need for physi-

cal activity

joy of phantasy

play

joy for adven-
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curious to know
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human

spontaneous
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memory

conquering by evoking

the hidden power of youth

crisis in the family
.

.Failures in

puberty

signs of civil.

decline

'awakening of

sexual urge

:dimming vitality

.inner restlesness

.irritable dejec
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malicious mockery
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decline of

physical ability

decline of physi-

cal initiative
.

decline of care

and deepening
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citizenship and

charity
.

,

decline of :self-

discipline

crisis
,

in democracy
,

elements of

experiential

therapy

physical

raining

14. aftmanship

wpedition

Aroject
work

safeguard

Itrvices

plan for

training

creative urge, urge for investigat on

desire to prove yourself

Hahn has been the founder or (co)initiator of a number of

educational institutions: 9 (inter)national high standard

boardingschools, a non-residential training program (later the

Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme) and 35 OBSchools all over

the world.

Kurt Lewin (1890 - 1947)

Kurt Lewin is a German social-psychologist, who lectured

psychology and philosophy in at Berlin University and in

numberous other countries, wan director of the research center

for group behaviour (Journal of social issues, 1945) . He also

(Johnson and Johnson, 1991) began deriving methods for

training leader and groupmembers in social skills, they would
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need to promote effective functioning of democratic groups.

Although he died two years later in 1947, he made major

contributiona to the insight in the factors that are

respoaible for behaviour changes. In the article "conduct,

knowledge and acceptance of new values" Lewin and Grabbe

(1945) describe the factora that are playing a role when re-

education is needed. Together with his formulation of wnen you

are experiencing psychological auccea (being able to formulate

goals, goala are in relation to needs and values, ability to

formulate a path that lead to accomplishment of the goals and

a realistic level of aspiration) (Lewin et al, 1944),

important elements for adventure or outdoor education are

brought forward.

V. Research in experiential education.

Since the end of the 60a research has been done. Outdoor

education was considered useful in he rehabilitation of

criminal and troubled youth. Later on topics of special

interest are aelfconcept and selfesteem. Burton (1981) gives

in a dissertation of this title 'A critical analysis and

review of research on OB and related programs". He selects 19

valid (out of 72) studies, in which he considerea the outcome

variables that are measured (a.o. self-concept (8), self-

actualisation (3), personality factors (3), locus of control

(2), behaviour (3), recidivism (4)), the research subjects

(the biggest samples have the most positive reaults: ado-

lescent delinquents (5 (3mp (= mostly positive means more than

30% significantly positive change) /2p (= positive and means

less than 30%)) positive and 3 not significant), normal adults

(5 (1mpl4p) positive and 2 non-significant)) and the research

designs. An important outcome is the absence negative results.

In the Vision Quest study (Greenwood, 1987) the data of the

first 90 male graduates from the program were compared with

the data of two reference groups: 257 male juvenile

delinquents who were placed in a probation camp in the two

years prior to the initiation of the start of the program and

a small group who refused to accept Vision Quest placement.

Being rearrested within one year was the case for 71% of youth

correctional center population and for 55X of the Vision Queat

8
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youth. This figure of 16X becomes even higher if differences

in prior records are taken in account (32x). The average

annual post-release arrest rate was 25% lower for Vision Quest

graduates. The potential cost-saving of this lower arrest rate

is over 0100.000 per offender.

There is an overwhelming amount of information: for exemple,

Dissertations Abstracts gives in the period from januari 1989

till June 1991 21 dissertations that deal with outdoor /

adventure education or therapy, seven of which deal more

specific with (semi)residential treatment: Rape victims

(Pfirman, 1988), juvenile delinquents (Callahan, 1989 and

Boudette, 1989), Psychiatric adolecscent patients (Ziven, 1988

and Teeple (in combination with family therapy), 1989),

socially and emotionally maladjusted adolescents (West, 1989)

and maladjusted deaf adolescents (Parent, 1990). In the proces

of systematizing experiential education in residential

treatment and therapy we should take benefit of these kind of

findings.

VI. How we are working.

We acquiered the process of experiential outdoor education

supervised. We experienced the impact of these outdoor

activities and decided for development in this direction.

Being part of an experiment we still are in a phase of de-

velopment.

We choose to follow the wave of the schoolyear. This means,

that we take advantage of the fact that there is naturally a

bigger in- and output of youngsters around the summer-

holidays. Weekends and holidays offer an opportunity to

program experiences without interrupting the schoolproces. For

us this ia important since we lay worth on continuation of

everyday life in community during the treatment and this

includes going to school or work.

We start in the summer holidays with what we call an 'exposure

phase'. This is an intensive 10 days outdoor adventure

experience. Apart from developing a positive groupclimate, the

focus is on diagnosis, self-discovery and experiencing or on

experimenting with 'new' behaviour. We guide this processes

during different kind of outdoor activities, like trekking,

9
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rock-climbing and repelling, caving and (white water)

canoeing. We believe in a multi- (in contrast to a mono-

)emotional arousal. Processing and evaluating promote

aelfdiacovery and aim development (a solo experience and

keeping a persona). journal are also uaed means). The personal

journal is used to keep on track during the year.

Sack at home in everydays life, at least one evening a week is

structurally spend together, to play together, to work out

things from before, or to prepare new events. Sometimes

apecial exerciaea of activities are executed.

From time to time we spend a part of a weekend or holiday to

take some more time to do (outdoor) activities. Central themes

are personal and interpersonal processes and the promotion of

personal growth. Questions that come up are: How do I deal

with ...?, how do I handel what bothers me?, what am I good

at?. New personal action theories are developed. Activities

are thrilling or having an impact in several ways: the unknown

requiers intensive attention or persev-.rance and emotional,

cognitive, physical and will aspects are always present

together.

Although our experiences are fresh, and in no way objectivily

measured, we see so far a clear progress in the groupproces

and some personel developments, which for us indicates we are

on good track.

VII. Weak points, developmental issues.

It turns out to be rather difficult to give an effective

intentional structure to the activities and evaluating and

processing well the experiences.

A not well guided evaluation doesn't offer anything but

annoyance and frustration to the participants.

We are in need of transferable knowledge about the processes

involved and here we come to theor, and research. In the

Netherlands no attention has been payed to the development of

a body of knowledge on this subject. Knowing that there must

have been some development in this area in the past 25 years,

I started some systematic investigations three years ago.

10
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VIII. Concluaion

Since two years a group of OC Michiel is involved in

experiential education and the use of outdoor adventure. From

our experience we see and believe in effects, but we still

have a lc to learn. As well on the part of hard skills, as on

that of soft skills. Both aspects will take time to develop.

The hardakill part is a matter of carefull practice and

learning. In the softakill part we will be obliged to adapt

from abroad and to develop with this knowledge a methodology

that fits to our culture and population. Although it lacks in

the Netherlands at the moment of a sound theoretical framework

to develop the method, the first investigations on the subject

show more empirical and fundamental information than we

imagined in an earlier phase.
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SUMMARY

This paper gives a short view on the development of

experiential education and outdoor adventure on the

residential centre 7C Michiel. The author gives an survey over

the development on the subject in the Netherlands, the U.S.A

and some German speaking countries with respect to as well

existing programs as available research on the subject.

Furthermore he reveals some of the ideaa of what he sees as

two of the basic ideological contibutors to the method. The

paper is provided with an extended liat of literature on the

subject.


